
CURRICULUM VITAE

PERSONAL DETAILS
Surname: Mwape
First Name: Shadreck
Place of  Birth: Kitwe
NRC NO: 390856/67/1
Mobile Phone: 0976644341/0965980468
Gender: Male
Email: shadreckmwape1@gmail.com
PROFESSIONAL SUMMARY
A competent and hardworking man with excellent skills, I have enthusiasm for my work which makes me
a team player, ability to adapt and adjust to changing environment, a quick leaner in knowing other things
and well developed relationship with peer and seniors, I would effective asset to your forward oriented
organisation.
PROFESSIONAL QUALIFICATIONS
Diploma in biomedical Sciences
2009-2011 I successfully completed my diploma in biomedical sciences at Evelyn Hone College of
applied arts and commerce.
Certificate in computer studies
January-December 2017 I completed my certificate in computer studies at Data Steel computer systems
school.
ACADEMIC QUALIFICATIONS
Grade seven certificates
1993-1999 I completed my grade seven at buseko primary school
Grade nine certificate
2000-2001 I completed my junior secondary school
Grade 12 certificate
2002-2004 I completed my senior secondary school
PERSONAL ATTRIBUTES

❖ Capable of  working as an individual or as part of a team
❖ Ability to work with minimum supervision
❖ A good listener, understanding and eager to learn
❖ Ability to analyse problems quickly and skilfully
❖ Excellent problem solving skills
❖ Strong technical ability
❖ Mature and responsible with personal integrity
❖ A straight person with no police criminal record
❖ Capable of  handling confidential and discreet informationwith utmost maturity and honest

SKILLS
❖ Collection and storing the laboratory samples
❖ Calibrating laboratory equipment and making controls on different laboratory machines
❖ Preparation of  laboratory reagents
❖ Handling laboratory equipment
❖ Analysing various laboratory samples using different machines in laboratory departments
❖ Making the laboratory reports and the analysis of samples



❖ Keeping the safety standards in the laboratory
❖ Handling the standard operating procedures in the laboratory departments
❖ Sending reports to medical stores and ordering of laboratory consumables
❖ Updating the stock control cards and also making sure that the store room for laboratory kits

is conducive
❖ Cleaning and maintaining the laboratory equipments
❖ Disinfection of  the working benches and the workenvironments
❖ Keeping and archiving the laboratory records

WORK EXPERIENCE
Currently working as a laboratory technologist at Thompson District Hospital where have worked for 10
years now in different laboratory departments like histopathology,microbiology,haematology /blood
bank,chemistry,virology,store room and also in the sample collection bay.
LANGUAGES

❖ English
❖ Bemba
❖ Nyanja

Hobbies
❖ Watching soccer
❖ Travelling
❖ Making friends


